What’s New?
Canvas was chosen to replace Blackboard! Beginning in Fall 2017, Canvas will be the only Learning Management System (LMS) available for courses.

Training Available

Hands-On Introduction
This workshop covers the basics of getting started and navigating Canvas. Users will learn how to create their course, how to navigate the system and how to perform basic course setup tasks in the system.

Drop-In Hours
Do you have a Canvas question? Stop by during Canvas Drop-in Hours to talk to a Teaching + Learning Technologies team member! No appointment needed; just stop by.

Training by Instructure
Canvas training by the folks who make Canvas! They hold webinars to increase familiarity with the system and to help users maximize the impact Canvas can have on their courses.

Did you know?

Canvas can help with the organization of your courses. Whether you want to do something simple or complex, Canvas has many options to organize your courses. Professors are able to arrange their course content the way they like best. Students will have all of the necessary information in one place.

Canvas can help facilitate collaborative work within your courses.
With many built-in features, Canvas offers users the ability to work together both organically and as structured activities. With tools found in Canvas, collaboration can become possible both inside the physical classroom and online.

Canvas makes communication easy.
Canvas allows users to quickly communicate with students and instructors within their courses. The system helps each user stay on top of important information with useful notifications.

You can find information about the move to Canvas at:

\texttt{case.edu/utech/canvas}